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JUNK 12, 1894.
SIR JOHN STAINER, Mus. Doc., PRESIDENT,
IN THE CHAIR.
SAMUEL WESLEY:
HIS LIFE, TIMES, AND INFLUENCE ON MUSIC.
BY JAMES HIGGS, MUS. B A C , OXON.
THB period covered by the life of Samuel Wesley, 1766-
1837, is remarkable in the history of modern music, following,
as it did, close on the time of Bach and Handel, and being
coincident, as it was, with the times of all the most illustrious
of those composers whose works have become our classical
heritage. To have been eminent amid such surroundings as he
lived in implies much, and I hope may justify my endeavour
to engage ypur attention and interest while I speak for a
short time this evening upon the life, times, and influence of
Samuel Wesley.
Samuel Wesley was descended from a family which for
several generations had shown many high qualities: force of
character and determination in the pursuit of objects of
worthy ambition being conspicuous features.
There will not be time to trace with any degree of com-
pleteness the pedigree of the subject of this paper, but it may
be stated that his grandfather was Samuel Wesley, the
Rector for forty years of Epworth, in Lincolnshire. His grand-
mother was the twenty-fourth and youngest child of Dr.
Annersley, a Nonconformist preacher of London. The
Rector of Epworth and his wife were the parents of nineteen
children, several of whom died in their infancy. The most
important of the survivors were:—
Samuel, born 1690, the eldest son ;
John, born 1703, the founder of Methodism ; and
Charles, born 1707, the father of Charles and Samuel
Wesley, the musicians.
Readers of the memorials of the Wesley family will learn
much of interest concerning the grandfather and grandmother.
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126 Samuel Wesley: His Life, Times,and Influence on Music.
They had many struggles incident to a small income and a
large family, which they met with heroic spirit, the husband
striving to increase his narrow income by the exercise of his
unquestionable literary ability, and especially by the practice
of versification, if not by the exhibition of poetic genius in
its higher flights. His wife was diligent and successful in
the education of their children, grounding them in classical
as well as general knowledge, and preparing them to win
their way to educational advantages; thus the eldest son,
Samuel, became usher of Westminster School, and ultimately
Headmaster of Tiverton Grammar School—the school
celebrated in " Lorna Doone," the school to which John Ridd
was sent; many will remember the account he, John Ridd,
gives of this school. He says:—
My father being of good substance, at least as we reckon in Exmoor,
and seized in his own right from many generations of one and that the
best and largest of the tnree farms into which oar Parish is divided, or
rather the cultured part thereof, he, John Ridd the elder, Churchwarden
and Overseer, being a great admirer of learning and well able to write
his own name, tent me, bis only son, to be schooled at Tiverton in the
county of Devon. For the chief boast of that ancient town (next to its
woollen staple) is a worthy grammar school, the largest in the West of
England, founded and handsomely endowed in the year 1604 by Master
Peter Blundell of that place, clothier.
To the headmastership of this important school Samuel, the
eldest son of the Rector of Epworth, was appointed in 1732 ;
but before this, while yet usher at Westminster, he had been
forward in helping in the more advanced education of his
younger brothers, John and Charles. Charles, at the age of
eight, was taken by his brother Samuel and supported at
Westminster School, until at the age of twelve he was elected
on the foundation as a King's scholar. When nineteen years
of age Charles proceeded by election to Christ Church,
Oxford (this was in 1726). Shortly after coming of age he
took his B.A. and became engaged as a tutor at Oxford.
About 1735 he was appointed Secretary to General Ogle-
thorpe, who was engaged in the colonization of Georgia.
He made a journey to that settlement, but soon returned,
bringing home despatches to the London Committee.
Serious illness prevented the intended return of Charles
Wesley to Georgia, and on his recovery he began to devote
his life to preaching (he had been ordained previous to hisjourney to Georgia). His zeal was very great, and soon
attracted the notice of Mr. Stonehouse, the Vicar of Islington,
by whom he was appointed curate in that parish. This, it is
said, was the only preferment the Rev. C. Wesley ever held
in the Church of England, although throughout his life he
ever remained a firm adherent of the Church. This, how-
ever, did not prevent him from associating himself with his
brother John in his evangelical labours. He took to field
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Samuel Wesley: His Life, Times, and Influence on Music. 127
preaching, while yet engaged preaching in a course of
sermons before the University of Oxford, and is said
frequently to have addressed as many as ten thousand people
in Moorfields and on Kennington Common.
The course of his labours took him to Bristol, where he
met his brother on one of his preaching tours, and was by
him left in charge of the Society in Bristol, and commenced
a career of usefulness in that city which extended over a
period of thirty years.
Charles Wesley was, as is well known, a voluminous hymn
writer. About 1739 he published his first collection of hymns,
and the composition of hymns and sacred odes became one
of his daily occupations.
In April, 1749, C. Wesley married Miss Gwynne, of Garth,
in Wales; towards the end of the same year he took a small
house in Bristol. From the time of his marriage and for over
twenty years Mr. Wesley and his wife nominally lived in
Bristol, although he habitually spent nearly ten months out
of the twelve in London.
The Rev. Charles Wesley and his wife had several children,
some dying in infancy; there survived three : Charles Wesley,
born 1757; Sarah, born 1759; and Samuel, the hero of this
paper, born February 24, 1766. The identity of date,
February 24, with that of the birth of Handel some eighty-
one years before is more apparent than real, since Handel
was born under the old style and Wesley under the new
style, introduced in the year 1752—hence there is, in truth, a
difference in date of eleven days.
The three surviving children were carefully educated by
their parents; the father himself teaching them Latin,
Greek, and Hebrew. In the two former languages all three
children are said to have been really proficient.
From what has been already said it will be seen that the
brothers Charles and Samuel, who both became eminent as
musicians, were separated in matter of age by more than
eight years, Charles having been born in December, 1757,
and Samuel in February, 1766. Charles was really the more
precocious of the two children. The history of their early
days is contained in the Hon. Daines Barrington's " Literary
and Philosophical Miscellanies," in which he includes copies
of the notices of the extraordinary musical genius of the two
boys, written at the time by their father. From this I extract
a few particulars respecting Charles, as, without question,
Samuel derived immense advantage from hearing his brother
practise and play, and from often being present while he
received his lessons.
The father says that Charles displayed his strong inclina-
tion for music when only two and three-quarters of a year
old. He was then able to play a tune on the harpsichord,
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ia8 Samuel Wesley: His Life, Times, and Influence on Music.
and shortly after was able to play several. The child had
been accustomed from his birth to hear his mother play on
the harpsichord, to which she was very partial. When she
attempted to amuse him by playing with on* hand he would
always insist upon her using both. Whatever tune he
played, he, his father says," always put a true bass to it." Mr.
Broadrip, Organist of Bristol, heard him in petticoats, and
foretold he would one day make a great player. Whenever
Charles was called to play to a stranger ne would ask, in a
word of his own, " is he a musicker ? " If answered " Yes,"
he played with the greatest readiness. He always played
with spirit and without study or hesitation. He was at
various times taken to many eminent men, as Dr. Worgan,
Mr. Beard (the singer), and Mr. Stanley, who declared he
had never met with one of his age with so strong a propen-
sity to music, and that he never before believed what Handel
used to tell of his love of music in his childhood. Charles
had some lessons from a Mr. Rooke, of Bristol, who, however,
seems to have left his pupil very much to his own devices.
He made early acquaintance with the music of Handel and
Corelli, of Purcell and Scarlatti. He was ultimately fortunate
enough to be introduced to Mr. J. Kelway; his judgment
of the boy was decisive and expressed in more than words,
for he invited Charles to come to him whenever he was in
London, and promised to give him all the assistance in his
power. He began with teaching him Handel's Lessons, then
his own and Scarlatti's Sonatas. The father concludes his
account of Charles by saying " Mr. Kelway has made him a
player, but he knows the difference between that and a
musician, and can never think himself the latter till he is
master of Thorough Bass [Harmony]. Several have offered
to teach him, but as I waited and deferred his instruction in
the practical part till I could get the very best instructor for
him, so I kept him back from the theory. The only man to
teach him that and sacred music he believes to be Dr. Boyce."
After the account of Charles, the father proceeds to give a
notice of Samuel, who was not quite so precocious as his
brother. He was nearly three before he played a tune, but
his mother was able to produce a quarter-guinea, given by a
gentleman as a memento of so extraordinary a feat performed
by a child two years and eleven months old ; this quarter-
guinea was enclosed in a signed and dated scrap of paper.
The street organs of the day are credited with being among
the chief instructors of the child, who from them learnt " God
save great George," Fischer's Minuet, and similar tunes.
He was always present when his brother had a lesson or
engaged in practice, and it was a high misdemeanour for
Charles to begin practice if Sam were not present, and he
would resent the offence by roaring as though he had been
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Samuel Wesley: His Life, Times, and Influence on Music. 129
beaten. He always imitated his brother's action of fingering
or crossing his hands by mimic play on a chair. He was at
this early age (about four years old) able to distinguish the
pieces played one from the other.
Before he was five he knew " Samson " and " The Messiah "
by heart. From these he taught himself to read.
Before he could write he had composed much music, which
he kept stored in his memory. He used to place the words
of an oratorio, " Ruth " or " Gideon," before him and sing or
play. The father declares the same music was always given
to the same words. Charles spent his evenings at Handel's
oratorios, and Sam was always at his elbow listening and
learning.
To continue in the father's own words. He says :—
Sam w u fill] eight yean old when Dr. Boyce came to see us and
accosted me with "Sir, I hear yon have an Engliih Mozart in your house;
young Linley tells me wonderful thingsof him." I called Sam to answer
for himself. He had by thii time scrawled down hi* Oratorio of " Ruth."
The Dr. looked over it very carefully, and seemed highly pleased with
the performance. Some of his words were, '' These airs are some of the
prettiest I have ever seen; this boy writes by nature as true a bass
as I can by rule and study. There is no man in England has two such
sons." He bade us let him run on ad libitum, without any check of rules
ox masters. After this, whenever the Dr. visited us, Sam ran to him
with his song, sonata, or anthem, and the Dr. examined them with
astonishing patience and delight. As soon as Sam had quite finished
his Oratorio, he sent it, as a present, to the Dr., who immediately
honoured him with the following note:—
" Dr. Boyce's compliments and thsnks to his very ingenious brother
composer, Mr. Samuel Wesley, and is very much pleased and obliged
by the possession of the Oratorio of 'Ruth,' which he ihall preserve
with the utmost care, as the most curious product of his musical library."
When between 5 and 6 years of age, Sam was taught to play from
note by Mr. Williams, a young organist of Bristol; it was hard to say
which was the master and which was the scholar. Sam chose what
music he would learn, and often broke out into extemporary playing, his
master wisely letting him do as he pleased. During this time he taught
himself the violin.
A soldier assisted him about six weeks, and some time after Mr. Kings-
bury gave him twenty lessons. His favourite instrument was the organ.
The lather continues: " He spent a month at Bath, while we were in
Wales; served the Abbey on Sundays, gave them several voluntaries,
and played the first fiddle in many private Concerts. He returned with
us to London greatly improved in his playing. There I allowed him a
month to learn all Handel's Overtures; he played them over to me in
three days. Handel's Concertos he learned with equal ease, and some
of his lessons and Scarlatti's. Like Charles, he mastered the hardest
music without any pains or difficulty."
The record from which I have quoted continues at more
length than I can now afford to narrate his success when
f laying before many of the leading musicians of the day. Sirohn Hawkins on hearing him exclaimed: "Inspiration!inspiration I " Dr. Burney was greatly pleased with his
extemporary play. Many distinguished amateurs were
highly delighted with him, and encouraged him to hold fastD
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130 Samuel Wesley: His Lift, Times, and Influence on Music.
to bis veneration for Handel and the old music; " but old
or new," the father adds, " it was all one to Sam so it was
but good."
Whatever was presented to him he played at sight, and
made variations on any tune, and as often as he played it he
made new variations. He imitated every author's style,
whether Bach, Handel, Schobert, or Scarlatti. He played
to Mr. Kelway, whom I afterwards asked what he thought
of him ? He would not allow him to be comparable to
Charles, yet he recommended him greatly, and told' his
mother it was " a gift from heaven to both her sons; and as
for Sam," he said, " I never saw so digagS a gentleman in all
my life." Sam was everywhere admired as much for his
manners as his play.
If he loved anything more than music it was regularity.
He took it to himself. Nothing could exceed his punc-
tuality. No company, no persuasion, could keep him
up beyond his time. He never could be prevailed upon to
hear any opera or concert by night. The moment the clock
gave warning for eight, away ran Sam, in the midst of his
most favourite music. Once he rose up after the first part
of " The Messiah " with —
" Come, mamma, let m go home or I shan't be in bed by eight" When
some talked, his father says, of carrying him to the Queen, and I
asked him if he was willing to go: "Yes, with all my heart," he
answered; " but I won't stay beyond eight."
The praises bestowed so lavishly upon him did not seem to affect,
much less to hurt him, and whenever he went into the company of his
betters he would much rather have stayed at home; yet when among
them he was free and easy, so that some remarked : " He behaves as one
bred at Court, yet without a courtier's servility."
The personal observations of Daines Barrington are worth
repeating. He says :—
I first had an opportunity of being witness of Master Samuel Wesley's
great musical talents at the end of 1775, when he was nearly ten years
old. To ipeak of him first as a performer on the harpsichord, he was
then able to execute the most difficult lessons for that instrument at
sight, for his fingers never wanted the guidance of the eye in the most
rapid and desultory passages. But be not only did ample justice to the
composition in neatness and precision, but entered into its' true taste,
which may be easily believed by the numbers who have heard him play
extemporary lessons in the style of the most eminent masters. He not
only executed crabbed compositions thus at sight, but was equally
ready to transpose into any keys, even a fourth ; and if it was a Sonata
for two trebles and a bass, the part of the first treble being set before
him, he would immediately add an extempore bass and second treble
to it.
Bamngton happened to mention this readiness of the boy
to Bremner, the printer of music in the Strand. He told him
he had some lessons which were supposed to be composed by
Queen Elizabeth, but which none of the harpsichord masters
could execute, and that they would consequently " gravel " theD
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Samuel Wesley: His Life, Times, and Influence on Music. 131
young performer. Barrington desired that Bremner would
let him carry one of these compositions to the boy by way of
trial, which he accordingly did, when the boy immediately
placed it upon his desk and was sitting down to play it ;
Barrington stopped him by mentioning the difficulties he
would soon encounter, and advised him to cast his eye over
the music before he made the attempt. Having done this
very rapidly (for he was a devourer of a score) he said that
Bremner was in the right, for that there were two or three
passages that he could not play at sight, as they were so
queer and awkward, but he had no notion of not trying, and
though he boggled at these parts of the lesson, he executed
them clearly at the second practice.
Barrington then asked him how he approved of the
composition, to which he answered, " Not at all, though I
may differ from a Queen; attention has not been paid to
established rules." He then pointed out the particular
passages to which he objected; these were mentioned to
Bremner, who allowed that the boy was right, but that some
of the great composers had occasionally taken the same
liberties. The next time Barrington saw Master Wesley he
mentioned Bremner's defence of what he had blamed; on
which young Wesley immediately answered, " When such
excellent rules are broken, the composer should take great
care these licences produce a good effect, whereas these
passages have a very bad one."
Lord Mornington, who had sodeep a knowledge of music, has frequently
said that he always wished to consult Master Wesley upon any
difficulty in composition, as he knew no one who gave so immediate and
satisfactory information. Though he was always willing to play the
compositions of others, yet, for the moat part, he amused himself with
the extemporary effusions of his own most extraordinary musical
inspirations, which unfortunately were totally forgotten in a few minutes,
whereas his memory was most tenacious of what had been published
by others. His invention in varying passages was inexhaustible, and
Barrington continues: " I have myself heard him give more than fifty
variations on a known pleasing melody, all of which were not only
different from each other, but showed excellent taste and judgment.
In his extemporary compositions he frequently hazarded bold and
uncommon modulations, and I have seen that most excellent musician,
Mr. Charles Wesley, his elder brother, tremble for him. Sam, however,
always extricated himself from the difficulties in which he appeared to
be involved in the most masterly manner, being always possessed of
that serene confidence which a thorough knowledge inspires."
" Here," continues Barrington, " I will give a proof of the goodness of
his heart and delicacy of his feelings. I had desired him to compose an
easy melody in the minor third for an experiment on little Crotch, and
that he would go with me to hear what that very extraordinary child was
capable of. Crotch was not in good humour and Master Wesley sub-
mitted, among other things, to play on a cracked violin in order to please
him. The company, however, having found out who he was, pressed him
very much to play on the organ, which Sam constantly declined. As this
was contrary to his usual readiness in obliging any person who had the
curiosity to hear him, I asked him afterwards what might be the
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132 Samuel Wesley: His Life, Times, and Influence on Music.
occasion of his refusal, when he told m e : ' It would be like wishing to
shine at little Crotch's expense.'"
He was able to sing at sight from the time of his first knowing his
notes. The delicacy of his ear was likewise very remarkable, of which I
shall give an instance or two. Having been at BacVf Concert (John
Christian Bach, Qneen Charlotte's favourite master) he was much
satisfied both with the composition and performers, bat said: " The
musical pieces were ill-arranged, as four were played successively which
were all in the same key I "
He was desired to composeaMarchforthe regiments of Guard*, which
he did, to the approbation of all that beard it. As I thought the boy
would like to hear the March performed, I carried him to the parade at
the proper time, when it had the honour of beginning the Military
Concert. The piece being finished I asked him whether it was executed
to his satisfaction, to which he replied: "By no means." I then
immediately introduced him to the band, which consisted of very tall
and stout musicians, that be might set them right. On this Sam said to
them, " Yon have not done justice to my composition " ; to which they
answered the urchin, with astonishment and contempt, " your
composition ? " Sam replied with serenity, " Yes, my composition,"
which I confirmed. Then they stared, and severally made their excuses
by protesting they had copied accurately from the manuscript which
had been pot into their hands. This he most readily allowed to the
hautboys and bassoons, but said that it was the French horns that were
in fault; on their maUng the same defence, be insisted on the original
score being produced, and, showing them their irH.tpv. ordered the
March to be played again, which they submitted to with as much
deference as they would have shown to Handel.
About the year 1771 the Rev. C. Wesley removed with his
family from Bristol to London, a wealthy lady, Mrs. Gumley,
having given to him the twenty years' unexpired lease of her
furnished house in Chesterfield Street, Marylebone. This
appears to have been a large and well furnished house, with
a spacious music-room, in which an organ was erected by the
munificence of Mrs. Gumley. Here the young Wesleys,
during a series of years (eight or nine), gave subscription
concerts, commencing in the year 1779. Those who care to
set the picture in a little local colour may refer to Dickens'
" Barnaby Rudge," which deals in the Gordon riots with the
exact period at which we have now arrived.
Welbeck Street was then one of the boundaries of the town,
and beyond were fields and Marylebone Gardens, and
Marylebone itself was reached by the still remaining Maryle-
bone Lane.
It is by a fortunate chance that I am able to speak of
these concerts given by the young musicians with some little
detail, as two or three years ago a discerning member of the
College of Organists observed on an old bookstall in London
a manuscript record of certain concerts. This he purchased
for a trifle, and, appreciating its interest and value, presented it
to Mr. Erasmus Wesley, one of Samuel Wesley's sons, and for
many years the esteemed treasurer of the College of Organists.
Through the kindness of this gentleman I am able to quote
from this interesting and valuable book. The MS. is aD
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Samuel Wtsley: His Life, Times, and Influence on Music. 133
record in the handwriting of the Rev. Charles Wesley, of
his sons' concerts. Some particulars which I cull from it will,
I think, be interesting.
Each season appears to have included a series of seven
concerts, given usually at fortnightly intervals beginning at
about the end of January. The subscription was three
guineas for the series of seven concerts. The first series,
1779, seems to have had twenty-four subscribers ; the second
series, thirty-eight; the third series, forty-eight. There is a
list of all the subscribers from 1779 to 1785. It includes such
names as the Bishop of London, the Bishop of Durham, the
Earl of Dartmouth, the Earl of Mornington, the Earl of
Exeter, Lord and Lady Fortescue, the Lord Mayor (Sir
Watkin Lewis) and Lady Mayoress—in all, over the six
seasons, 120 names. A record was kept of the attendance of
the subscribers. The book contains the programmes of the
concerts given in 1782, 1783, 1784, and 1785. Each concert
was divided into two parts, at first termed acts, afterwards
parts. I have transcribed the programme of the fourth
concert of the fifth series, given Thursday, March 6, 1783.
It is a fair sample of the others:—
PAKT 1.
Overture ... Charle* Wesley.
Song (Handel), " Return, 0 God
of hosts" Battishil.
Concerto . . Geminiani-Corelli.
Organ Voluntary Samuel Wesley.
Trio, Violin, Violoncello, and
Pentachord, composed by
Hugh Reinagle, performed
by Hugh and Alexander
Reinagle and Samuel Wesley.
The band on this occasion was:—
PAST a.
Organ Voluntary...Charles Wesley.
Violin Solo ...Samuel Wesley.
Song, " The soldier tired " (Arnel
Battishil.
Duet for two Organs, " Dead March "
Overture, " Atafanta •'
Organ and Harpsichord
First Fiddle
First Fiddle
Second Fiddler
»» ,,
Tenor...
Violoncello
First Horn
Second Horn
Singe
. C. 4 S. Wesley.
S.Wesley
Huxtable
Higgins
Alex. Reinagle
Crouch ...
Sharp
Atwood.
Gilbert
T—BattishiL
«.
10
1 0
1 0
1 0
5
d.
6
6
6
6
0
The examination of the above details is somewhat interest-
ing : Battishill, whose name in these records is spelt in every
case but one with a single " 1," appears as a vocalist (a qualifi-
cation he is not usually credited with in musical biography),
singing the two songs, " Return, O God of hosts " and " The
soldier tired." On a subsequent occasion he sang Purcell's
" Mad Bess " and repeated Ame's song. I may, perhaps, here
10 Vol. 20
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transcribe a note made by S. Wesley on Battishill, I think
under date 1815 :—
Among the first-rate musicians I have been mi]n«int^ with may be
justly reckoned the late Jonathan Battishill, to whom my dear father
was Tory partial and who composed a valuable set of beautiful tone* to
sundry of his Hymns. His talents were versatile, as he excelled in the
Church. Chamber, and Theatrical styles. His glorious Anthem " Call to
remembrance " will remain a perpetual monument to his fame as an
ecclesiastical composer, and his Operas, Gleet, Canons and secular pro-
ductions will be always prized among real competent judges of muttcal
Art and Science. He was a perfect master of the Organ, and bis
extemporaneous performance on that instrument was in all respects
attractive and commanding. His singing was very engaging, energetic,
and commanding, and it was a high treat to hear him take part in a
Duet of Handel's or a Canzonet of Travers's, or sing any one of Purcell's
Songs or Anthems.
Another feature in the programme recently read is the
mention of the Pentachord. The only notice I find of this
instrument is in the account of Abel, given in Sir George
Grove's Dictionary, where it is recorded that at his visit to
London, in 1759, ° e g a v e his first concert on April ^th at the
great room in Dean Street, Soho, when, in addition to the
viol-da-gamba, he performed, a concerto on the harpsichord
apd a piece composed on purpose for an instrument newly
invented in London and called the Pentachord. In the
absence of definite information I conjecture that the instru-
ment may have been some modification of Seb. Bach's Viola
Pomposa, which had five strings, the four lower strings being
tuned like a cello, while the fifth string was tuned
to E \Hi <s> This not only consists of five strings,
but contains the Pentatonic scale in inverted order—
Yet another point worthy of remark is the duet for two
organs; a corresponding entry about two organs occurs in
other places, and is evidently distinct from another frequent
entry, " Duet for organ."
The concerted music was performed by the band whose
names I have already mentioned. Reinagfe was the son of a
German musician resident in London. He was successively
trumpeter, horn-player, violoncellist, violinist, and violon-
cellist again, and a very able performer. His son became
organist of one of the Oxford churches, and was a well known
teacher there in comparatively recent days.
Atwood (with one t) was, I conjecture, the father of the
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celebrated Thomas Attwood. The interest of the MS. record
of these concerts is by no means exhausted, as they afford a
light upon the domestic doings of a huddred years ago. The
account of the incidental expenses incurred in the provision
of refreshments served, it may be supposed, between the
parts, is interesting and amusing. Thus for the first concert
of the season, 1782, we have the following record:—
£ 8. d.
Sngmr ... ... ... ... ... . . . 0 3 2
Tea-pot 0 0 8
Lemoni ... ... ... ... ... . . . 0 1 6
Cains 0 6 6
Maid 0 * 0
Sally 1 t o
Hati 0 3 6
Lamplighter 0 3 0
Constable Shade 0 1 0
Candle* o 14 6
Wine o 3 10
Porter o » 8
Ojet (Orgeat) 0 3 0
Tea o 11 6
Cream - . . . 0 0 8
£ 3 19 6
I think from another entry elsewhere, Sally the sister had
a new dress. No further expenditure on tea is mentioned
until the fourth concert.
The lamplighter, I suppose, had to light the way to or
from the then distant Marylebone.
We could linger over this MS. much longer, but I will only
add to my previous quotations the total result of the seventh
season when '
34 subscribers contributed £*<?i
Which was expended thus:—
£ «. d.
Before it (».«., the season) 6 13 6
Performers to % 6
Their suppers 3 7°
Rehearsals 0 9 0
The Company (Refreshments) to 4 o
This sum, by an error in the cast, stands as £\i 16s.
£ s. d.
Expenses of Concerts „ 42 16 o
Family 11 9 6
Housekeeping 50 14 6
£105 o o
One night in the course of the year 1787, Samuel Wesley,
returning borne from a visit to a friend, fell into a deep
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excavation made for the foundation of a new building on
Snow Hill. He was so much injured that, it is said, where he
fell there he lay until discovered by workmen in the morning.
He refused to submit to the operation of trepanning, with the
result that during the remainder of his life he was subject to
very serious and prolonged attacks of mental depression and
prostration; so that more than once he had to withdraw
from his professional avocations for years together.
In April, 1793, Wesley married and settled at Ridge, near
Barnet. He had great affection for the pleasures ofa rural
life; but in the course of a few years the necessities of an
increasing family caused his return to a more immediate
suburb of London, and he settled in Camden Town.
A brief extract from a long letter to his brother may show
something of his position in 1807. He says :—
If fame and flattery would make a man fat. Sir John Falstaff would
be a shrimp to me, so far as musical flummery is concerned. My nerves
having been, thank God, in a less agitated state for some months past
than I have known them to be for years, the consequence is that I have
been enabled to bear the buttle of society with much less perturbation
of spirits than heretofore. So that I have frequently mingled in those
sorts of public parties whrrein alone a man is likely to be talked of to
any purpose; that is, where he hath the opportunity (if the will be
conscientious) of opening whatever of mind or of genius belonging to
him, and where he is sore of being heard by the candid a* well as the
envious critic.
Wesley's attention appears to have been first directed to
the music of John Sebastian Bach about the year 1800 or
1801, and while I think it would be wrong to claim that he
absolutely first introduced it into this country, I think it
must be acknowledged that it was due to his persistent efforts
that a love of Bach's music was generated. If the date
which I have ventured to assign be correct, then it must be
admitted that Kollman, who had already employed the First
Prelude and Fugue of the second book of the Forty-eight and
the First Trio for the organ as examples in his Essay on Com-
position (1799), had been beforehand in calling attention to
Bach's works.
Again, Dittenhofer, in the third of a series of miscellaneous
works, chiefly from Eberlin, includes four examples from
I. S. Bach—namely, the Fugue in C, the Fugue in C£, and the
Prelude and Fugue in B minor, all from the first part of the
Forty-eight; together with the final Fugue on three subjects
appended to the Art of Fugue. The date of the first and
second book of Dittenhofer's work can be exactly determined
as 1801 and 1802, and the probable date of the third part is
1803.
Although, then, it may be admitted some knowledge of Bach
existed in England at the beginning of this century, it was
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very slight and intermittent, and failed to command any
popular appreciation.
With regard to the date at which the publication of
Wesley and Horn's edition of the Forty-eight began. It was
issued in four parts by subscription, and is unfortunately
without date. We find in the well-known letters to Jacob,
under date October 17, 1808 :—
We are (In the first place) preparing an authentic and accurate life of
Sebastian, which Mr. Stephenson the banker (a most xealous and
scientific member of oar fraternity) has translated into English from the
German of Forkel, wherein is a list of all the works of our Apollo. This
we propose to publish by subscription as a preparatory measure to
editing the Fugues.
It follows that some time must have elapsed between this
letter near the end of 1808 and the issue of the first part of
the Forty-eight, and I think the statement that the publication
began in 1810 may be accepted as approximately correct.
From another letter of the Jacobs' series we have an inti-
mation of the date of the conclusion of the work. Under date
May 10, 1813, he writes:—
I have the pleasure to inform you that I have arranged a plan with
Birchall which will enable us to bring out the fourth number of the
Preludes and Fugues by the first of July next.
There are two pages of valuable and interesting matter
given as an Introduction to Wesley and Horn's edition of
the Forty-eight, from which I take leave to make some
quotations, as I think they are not very well known:—
It seems to be with some stupendous works of Art, as with those of
nature ; the surprise and admiration they excite render praise not only
superfluous bat also shew it inadequate to the subject producing them.
Among such instances we conceive the following pieces of harmony
to be meritoriously enumerated.
The 48 Preludes and Fugues, the first 12 of which are here presented
to the musical world in a more correct manner than they have ever
yet appeared even in the country where they were constructed, have
always been regarded by the most scientific, among scientific, musicians
(the Germans) as matchless productions.
These introductory remarks are not designed as a panegyric upon
compositions which have perpetually delighted the candid lover
of truth, science, taste and expression, and even extorted the approba-
tion of those whose prejudices had formerly superseded their better
judgment.
Too many there are who illiberally confine their notions of musical
excellence to the compositions of one country only (and even still mote
absurdly to one composer). As our acquaintance with the excellence
to be found (more or less) in all countries becomes more extended, these
narrow and ill-founded prepossessions will necessarily diminish until we
may reasonably hope they will be finally exterminated.
The chief intention of this Prefatory address is to recommend and
explain the most eligible method of studying and practising these
immortal Exercises for the advancement of all who are desirous of
forming a perfect and symmetrical style of counterpoint and of manual
execution on the organ piano-forte or harpsichord, both which purposes
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they will soon be found amply to answer. Towards a solid and per-
manent improvement in musical composition, we recommend as the best
method to set the following Fugues in score.
The Preface goes on with sundry hints on the right method
of practice, concluding these hints by saying:—
One most essential advice most be added, that whoever determine*
upon executing the following pages with precision must steadily resolve
upon practising them at first in very slow time; for since there is not
a single note among them that can be omitted without a material injury
to their effect, it is absolutely indispensable thoroughly to understand
the career of the whole modulation, which will not be possible unless
each bar be studied with that patient industry, which shall secure the
true position of every finger upon its designed key.
The Preface finally calls attention to the annotations
explanatory of the several ingenious and surprising con-
trivances in the treatment of the subject throughout all the
Fugues, and explains the now well known characters
A V A A A V V V Q \ / < = )
which, as far as I know, were invented for this edition. The
analysis of the Fugues, as far as the indication of principal
subjects is concerned, is very complete.
In connection with the present subject I am enabled to
give an account which Wesley wrote at a subsequent period.
He says:—
Through the late George Frederick Pinto, one of the greatest musical
geniuses that Europe ever produced, but who was cut off in the flower
of his days, I first became acquainted with the Preludes and Fugues or
John Sebastian Bach, whose matchless compositions I have had the
honour of introducing to the English public, and who now begin duly to
appreciate their value. When I practised the organ assiduously these
pieces were of the most essential benefit, and I could not consider
myself complete master of the instrument until I was able to play them
correctly and with facility. I published an edition of them by
subscription, and added an explanatory preface recommending the best
and most effectual method of studying and practising them with
advantage. The late C. F. Horn also brought to me in manuscript six
Organ Trios, the bus part of which was originally intended for the
pedals. I also published an edition of these with a preface; they met
with universal approbation and nave been found eminently serviceable
to all who aspire to excellence in the true organ style.
There are numerous exercises of this mighty master for the
harpsichord printed in Germany.
There is a set of Six Sonatas for harpsichord with an obbligato violin
accompaniment that may be ranked as one of the richest combinations
of melody and harmony for these two instruments ever devised.
He composed a set of Violin Solos in so ingenious a manner that a bass
is not wanted to them, he having ramified the melodies so as to
incorporate beautiful harmony with them throughout. There is also a
set of Solos for the violoncello upon the same ingenious plan as those
for the violin before mentioned. His vocal music is quite as extra-
ordinary as his instrumental. His Motets for a double choir and
Variations upon chorales are instances of his fertile and versatile fancy-
There is a Credo for full orchestra of voices and instruments which is
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a splendid specimen of the most magnificent Invention conduct*] in
the most leaned and scientific mode imaginable*
The set of letters written by Wesley to Jacob between
1808 and 1813, throw a flood of light upon the enthusiastic
zeal which Wesley devoted to making the MAN, J. S. Bach,
known and appreciated. He regarded it as his mission " to
defend the cause of truth and Sebastian, for they are one,
against all the frivolous objections of ignorance and the
transparent cavils of envy." " I safely regard you," he writes
to Jacob, " as one of my right hand men against all the
prejudiced Handelians. It has been said that comparisons
are odious, but without comparison there is no discrimination,
and without discrimination now are we to attain correct judg-
ment ? Let us always weigh fairly, as far as human powers
will allow, and endeavour to divest ourselves of the propensity
which leads us either to idolize or execrate whatever we have
been unfortunately habituated so to do, without previous
and due examination."
In another letter, speaking of Mr. Horn, he says:—
Before I had the pleasure of bis acquaintance he was longing to find
some spirited enthusiast like himself to co-operate in bringing the
musical world to reason and common sense, and so to extort a
confession of the true state of the case against the prepossessions,
prejudice, envy, and ignorance of all anti-Bachists.
Wesley appears to have issued proposals for the publication
of the Credo; he wanted seventy subscribers of a guinea
each, about forty came forward ; but he wanted thirty more,
so that the work might be printed without loss ; he entirely
disclaimed any desire for gain in this matter. He closes a
letter to Jacob on this subject, writing: " I need not add
much as panegyric upon any grand production of the match-
less MAN, but I will only just observe that even you, who
have been familiar with sundry of his compositions, will be
surprised at some of the gigantic features of the admirable
Credo in question." Wesley remarks further:
Sebastian Bach is a subject on which so much may be said
that whatever is advanced concerning his works can hardly be
deemed superfluous or aninteresttag. When I had the honour of
introducing the Forty-eight Preludes and Fugues to the notice of the
English public, numerous objections were immediately raised on account
of the difficult keys in which some ot them are composed, it not having
been duly considered that they were purposely given in all the twenty-
four keys, to the cod that our musical practitioners should be accustomed
and familiarised to them all, so as never to be puxzled or at a loss at
whatsoever time or place he might meet with the most abstruse or
chromatic combination of either melody or harmony. Moreover, by the
exercise of all these keys, it will be found of what great advantage the
proper use of die thumb is in the execution of numberless passages
which, without it, upon the black keys would be impossible. No sooner
did the superior excellence of these compositions find their due level in
this country than the most eminent characters in the profession eagerly
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betook themselves to the ttudy and practice of them. Among these were
Mr. Vincent Novello, Organist of the Portuguese Embassy, and Mr.
Benjamin Jacob, very many yean Organist to the Rev. Rowland Hill
at Surrey Chapel. Dr. Crotch, that learned master to whose talent and
exertions oar countrymen are so much indebted, was so delighted with
the Fugues that he said tome: " You are perfectly right in considering
Sebastian Bach as the greatest musician that ever lived."
Wesley was much associated with Jacob in giving organ
recitals at Surrey Chapel, and I am indebted to my friend
Mr. Edwards for some interesting particulars which he has
printed concerning the organ on which Wesley used often to
play. The organ appears to have contained on the Great,
two open diapasons, stopt diapason; Principal, Twelfth,
Fifteenth; five ranks of mixtures and two trumpets. Its
compass was G G to F. The Swell contained stopt and open
diapason, Principal, three ranks of mixtures and trumpet,
and was of tenor F compass. It had an octave and a half of
pedals and one octave of pedal pipes. To the modern mind
it does not seem an instrument of commanding resource, but
one Hughson, in his "History of London," says: "The
Surrey Chapel organ is particularly noticed for its sweetness
of tone, as well as for its extensive powers, which are so great
that in one of the hymns descriptive of thunder many of the
audience have fainted I "
The organ just described was a good sample of the best
English organ, and it was on such an instrument that Wesley
won his great reputation as an organist and as an extempore
player in particular. I think it must be seen that on an
instrument of what we should now regard as of very limited
resource, more real invention and fancy were required to gain
and retain the attention and charm the ear and mind of the
listener than upon an instrument of more varied tone and
effect, whose meretricious attractions may often serve to
disguise the lack of the cultured gift of improvisation. On
the other hand, the requirements of performers like Wesley
may be fairly credited with being among the causes which
have advanced the art of organ building in this country in so
remarkable a manner within the last seventy or eighty years.
Before Wesley's death in 1837, all the great improvements
in organ building were at least initiated, pedals were first
added, the contents of the several organs brought more
easily under finger control. Wesley said of the St. Paul's
organ of his day: " The keys are all as stubborn as Fox's
Martyrs and bear almost as much buffeting." The addition
of concussion valves was one of the first steps to a better and
more equable wind distribution ; the invention of composition
pedals only the forerunner of the now marvellous control
which is obtained over every constituent part of the instru-
ment, and if to Wesley we owe the knowledge of Bach,
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his work taught the necessity of equal temperament and
correct compass.
Glancing rapidly onwards we are, perhaps, surprised to
find that S. Wesley never held any prominent organ appoint-
ment. Indeed, as far as I can discover, he never held any
appointment as an organist until after 1824, when the church
in Pratt Street, Camden Town, was built, and he subse-
quently became organist of it. Once the incumbent of a
district church in his neighbourhood offered to displace a
poor old blind lady who was the organist and appoint Wesley
at a substantial salary to fill her place; but Wesley
indignantly repudiated the proposal and told the reverend
gentleman that she was quite equal to the duties of his church.
Wesley was, in 1813, after the death of William Russell, a
candidate for the appointment of Organist of the Foundling
Hospital; a letter on the subject, addressed to Mr. Glenn,
will be heard with interest:—
November, 1813.
To MR. ROBERT GLENN.
My demr Friend,—Yon long ere now are informed of poor Ruoell'a
diwolation. Of coarse I can now exert my interett without any just
charge of supplanting or forestalling. I have not been inactive since the
news transpired, ana have seen Mr. Treasurer Cox, who spoke very
darkly and cautiously, but whom I think to be in the interest of
another candidate. I offered my services to do the duty at the
Foundling next Sunday, which was declined, it being asserted that
Nightingale [who had been BO long Russell's deputy] is to perform it on
that day. Now the Drummers tell me they know he will be at his
Deptford Church on Sunday next, so that there is some chicanery
afloat already.
I saw and spoke to the Duke of Sussex yesterday evening at the
Grand Lodge, who said : " I will certainly do what I can for you."
[Meaning in regard to the election.] If he be sincere I may have a
good chance, at all events, I shall not fret, however the matter goes; I
know by long experience that I can bear disappointment with a much
better grace than Buonaparte.
To MR. GLENN (Extract).
I have started for the Foundling, and am told that I have no bad
chance. However, nothing now disappoints yours sincerely, S. W.
In 1824 Wesley was a candidate for the vacancy at St.
George's, Hanover Square, consequent on Knyvett's retire-
ment.
February 17, 1824.
To VINCENT NOVELLO.
Dear N.,—" The Gossip's Report is seldom an honest woman of her
word," and therefore I want to know from you whether she has lied
in declaring that you are to be an Umpire in the approaching digital
contest among the Psalm-tune combatants at St George's, Hanover
Square. I have been talked into becoming one fool among many,
and to appeal to learned hearers whether, at fifty years old, I can
resolve J with equal certainty as Mr. Mather, Mr. J. Sale, and
a numerous host of more fashionable opponents than your old Friend.
You will easily believe that my past experience renders me tolerably
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phUotopki&l as to what may be the erent; bat I choose to disprove
the falsehood, which has been pretty successfully circulated, that I
am averse from all mutitml employment.
I will add Wesley was not successful in his application
either at the Foundling or at St. George's, Hanover Square.
Although without any important appointment, Wesley was
greatly in request as a performer. He practised largely as a
teacher in ladies' schools and privately. Once a rich
amateur, who admired his transcendent powers of extem-
poraneous performance, said: " Mr. Wesley, I will give you
anything you care to ask if you will teach me how to do
that." " Sir," replied Wesley, " when I know how I do it I
will gladly teach you for nothing." From various remarks
in his letters and elsewhere I question if Wesley found teach-
ing a really congenial occupation. He would appear to have
taken far more pleasure in his lecturing experiences, in which
he was evidently successful, appearing frequently in this
capacity at the Royal Institution; the London Institution,
the Surrey Institution, at Bristol, Kennington, Camberwell,
and elsewhere. The earliest mention I have met with of his
lectures was in 1809. He lectured on such subjects as
" Prejudice," " Divisions of style in music," " National music,"
•• The advancement of musical knowledge," " The powers
and energies of vocal and instrumental music." The plan of
Wesley's lectures was often to take a quotation from some
more or less well known author, and then to give to that text
a musical application; thus the lecture on " Musical Pre-
judice " was based upon a quotation from Locke " On the
Human Understanding." His lectures were generally illus-
trated by vocal and instrumental performances; often, I must
confess, these illustrations had not much direct bearing on
the subject in hand.
Every lecture was sure to include some weighty and
pregnant sentence either of original or quoted matter. Thus
at the end of a lecture on " Gradation between good, bad, and
indifferent music ":
Wisdom indisputably Includes knowledge, bat knowledge doe* not
necessarily comprehend wisdom. Knowledge is wisdom only in theory,
wisdom is knowledge reduced to praetict.
Another lecture closes with the following—
The greatest friend of troth is time, her greatest enemy prejudice,
gn*l Q£r ffmtffi"* companion humility.
In a lecture on " Comparisons are odious," he says:—
The progress of truth in all ages and in all climates has been slow,
and whoever attempts a great reformation of any art seldom lives long
enough on earth to witness or experience much of the result, and scarcely
ever the full and ultimate success of his exertions, however beneficial
and patriotic It has been truly, as acutely observed, that the drafts
which true genius draws upon posterity, although they may not be
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always honoured as soon as they are doe, are sore to be paid with
compound interest in the end.
One other and last extract I offer as a sample of Wesley's
fearless expression of opinion on what he disapproved. From
a lecture on the German Hymn Tune, about 1828 :—
If we survey the general management of the music in our Cathedrals,
on examination it will be found that the instances are very few wherein
the service on week days is not galloped over in a manner most
irreverent and indecorous. That this is the fact in the Metropolitan
choirs I am inclined to believe several of my auditors could bear
testimony, and it very frequently happens that the choir is too thinly
attended to support the harmony in tour parts, and the deficiency then
becomes reparable only from the assistance of the organ.
Again, we universally find that the services in most frequent use are
not such as are likely to inspire much respect for our Church music
among foreigners who visit us. The services most frequently " put up "
(this is the technical choir word for appointed) are for the most part the
shortest and easiest and the least valuable. Henry Purcell's immortal
Service in B|> is very, very rarely performed at St. Paul's, Westminster
Abbey, or at the Chapel Royal; but the harmless chords of Messrs.
King and Kent are in constant request all over England in the Cathe-
drals.
In 1815 Wesley, when on a journey to Norwich to conduct
an oratorio, suffered a relapse to his old despondency, which
he did not shake off until 1823. From then until 1830 he
was able, however, to lead a more active life, and wrote
many of his excellent organ pieces ; but in the year last named
he experienced another attack of his malady that laid him by
again until 1837, when he once more regained to some extent
his health and spirits, and in the autumn of that year he was
able to meet Mendelssohn at Christ Church, Newgate Street,
for a trial of the organ. Mendelssohn is said to have been
enraptured with Wesley's power even in its decay, and
Wesley, on his return home, dwelt in terms of highest eulogy
on Mendelssohn and his wonderful mind.
This visit to Christ Church appears to have been the last
occasion of Wesley showing his power in public. When he
reached home he is said to nave hung his hat on the last peg
in the hall saying, as he did so, " I shall never go out again
alive." This premonition proved correct, and he shortly
afterwards (October, 1837) died of carbuncle in the neck.
I feel my sketch of Samuel Wesley has been most imperfect.
There are many incidents of his life of which I have said
nothing, but I hope I have said enough to show a man of
strong genius and of hearty loyalty to his convictions. If
there is one point more than another that strikes me in his
personal character, it was his fearless love of truth.
I have spoken of Wesley at some length as to his gift of
improvisation; a gift which is sadly apt to fade from mind
when its possessor ceases to exercise it. I have spoken of
Wesley's enthusiastic devotion to Bach and of his efforts to
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make his works known. We, to-day, are amply enjoying the
fruit of Wesley's labour, and if he had done nothing else
his life's work would have demanded our warmest acknow-
ledgments ; but there exists music from the pen of S. Wesley
which it is a discredit, not to say a disgrace, to the present
generation to allow to pass into oblivion. His organ works are
full of interest, fancy, and genius, and where they have been
skilfully adapted to the modern instrument they are still capable
of affording the highest pleasure. There are pianoforte works
of great interest, containing far more of the essentials of real
music than dozens of pieces that obtain public attention;
especially there is a Duet in F, originally written for the org^ an,
of exceptional beauty, and a Trio for three pianos, as original
in conception as in execution. This appears to have been
written without any knowledge of Bach's works in this direc-
tion, but, if I am rightly informed, was suggested by Mozart's
Sonata for two pianos. It was at one time my hope to have
had this work performed before you this evening.
But if Wesley's instrumental works merit attention, still
more should some effort be made to preserve in use some of
his great vocal works.
The Latin Motets, among which I may specially mention
" In exitu, Israel," " Dixit Dominus," and " Exultate Deo " ;
but above all there is a great work, the " Confitebor," a
setting of the m t h Psalm for voices and orchestra ; portions
of this work were included at the Gloucester Festival in 1871
with such marked success that its continued neglect seems
strange and inexplicable.
I am conscious of having quoted much in the course of this
paper, but feel I cannot bring my notes to a better end than
by reproducing a fragment from a contemporary notice
written and printed within a few weeks of Wesley's death—
The musical profession h u tost its brightest ornament. Since the
days of Henry Purcell no British composer has evinced so much genius
and learning, developed with such variety and sensibility, or has
displayed so much energy and industry in the composition of memorials
as lasting as they are extraordinary. Flourishing at a period when
composers met with less encouragement than at any epoch in the
history of the art, he pursued his course without reference to the
applause of the day, resting on the certainty that the time must come
when his works would receive that justice which the then state of the
art forbade. He cared nothing for public opinion respecting his com-
positions. With him the art was all in all, and like Sebastian Bach,
Handel, and Moiart, he affords another instance that it is the preroga-
tive of genius to look forward with a calm but assured expectation that
posterity will award that meed of approval which must ever attend its
bright and beautiful creations.
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DISCUSSION.
THE CHAIRMAN.—I am sure we are all very much oblu
to Mr. Higgs for the interesting and instructive paper he has
given us. It makes me feel that we are rather to blame for
not knowing more of the works of this great English genius;
but many of his compositions are hard to get. Thirty-five
years ago at Oxford we used to do several of his works in
Magdalen College, and when Dr. Samuel Sebastian Wesley's
son was at the University, he often heard his grandfather's
motets sung in our chapel. As regards the introduction of
Bach into England, it is curious to notice how slowly his
works managed to get heard in different parts of the country.
In 1859 Professor Donkin was resident in Oxford—an excellent
violin player, and whom I have often heard play equally well
on the pianoforte. He was the first to play a Bach organ
fugue in Oxford. He must have been an undergraduate
about 1840. The University Church there possesses the first
set of pedals placed in Oxford. I was very much interested
to hear that Dr. Crotch spoke of Bach being the greatest
man that ever lived. He said in his lectures that Handel
was the greatest composer who had ever lived, and
that no greater composer ever would or could live. Samuel
Wesley was indeed very outspoken in what he said
about the musical condition of our Cathedrals. It must,
however, be accepted as a true bill. I remember coming
across a book in St. Paul's in which a certain very short
anthem was recommended as being specially suitable for a
cold day 1 As regards King and Kent, I must confess that
there is some excuse for their music having taken so much
hold upon the Cathedrals. King's services are about the
first specimens of melodious non-contrapuntal services. It can
be imagined therefore that when the old tiresome and difficult
music became so very wearisome the works of King and
Kent, not belonging to the dry contrapuntal school, were
cordially received. In the matter of organ playing, I
think Wesley's influence was as great as Mr. Higgs
has described. If he had lived to see the full compass
pedal-board in England he would have given it his support.
Unfortunately it was not introduced until about three years
after his death. I believe Hill was one of the first builders
to bring it forward. In any case, even if there were a few
specimens in England, I don't think Wesley had any
opportunity of playing upon them.
Mr. F. G. EDWARDS.—I was one of the direct descendants
of Benjamin Jacobs in the organistship of Surrey Chapel.
The organ was erected in 1793, and Jacobs was appointed
organist in the following year. It was one of the earliest
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organs in England that had pedal pipes. I have often heard
the old members of the congregation speak of the fine trumpet
stop. It was certainly not until Mendelssohn came here, in
1829, that some of the big pedal fugues of Bach became
known. According to Gauntlett, he was the first to play the
D major, the G minor, the E major, the C minor, and the
short E minor, whi<5h was a great favourite of his. Respecting
Wesley's letters, many of which are delightful reading, there
are a large number in the British Museum. Here are some
lines written in an. album by Wesley. " If Puncheons, or
Pipes, of Flattery could either have fattened or enriched a
Man, Sir John Falstaff had been a very Shrimp, and King
Croesus a mere Beggar, in Comparison of S. WESLEY.—A ugust
19, 1828."
Mr. CUMMINGS.—It is interesting to note that Wesley's
compositions came under the notice of the Pope. He was
so attracted with their immense value that he wrote a very
eulogistic letter to the chief Roman Catholic authority in
London, in which he wished that something might be done
for Wesley, and suggesting that he should come into the
bosom of the Church and go to Rome.
The CHAIRMAN.—There is one fine movement from a Mass,
a portion of which George Cooper showed me.
Mr. HIGCS.—There is a published and an unpublished
Mass.
Mr. CUMMINGS.—A letter from one of the Pope's body-
guard asks if it is possible to get that Mass published here.
He was very anxious that it should be printed.
Mr. HIGGS.—It certainly ought to be printed. There is a
printed Mass in Novello's catalogue, but my impression is
that it is an ordinary service.
Mr. EDWARDS,.—Concerning the organ recitals which
Wesley gave in conjunction with Jacobs in Surrey Chapel,
it is interesting to note that they lasted four hours. They
were crowded with people, to the number of about 2,000.
The two players took turn and turn about. One piece, an
extempore piece, by Jacobs, was called " The Thunderstorm."
The admission, I believe, was free.
The CHAIRMAN.—Did Samuel Wesley live on the proceeds
of his teaching ?
Mr. HIGGS.—I think he did a great deal in the way of
conducting and giving organ performances in the country.
He certainly had a large teaching connection.
The CHAIRMAN.—The sums of money read were certainly not
very encouraging.
Mr. HIGGS.—But that was in 1782.
Mr. CUMMINGS.—In that concert programme which we
heard read it was remarkable that Handel's " Return, O God
of Hosts," and Arne's " The Soldier tired" should be rendered
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by Mr. Battishill, considering that one requires the compass
of a soprano voice and the other is rather low.
Mr. HIGCS.—I should think that Battishill was about
twenty-five years of age then.
Mr. CUMMINGS proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Higgs for
his admirable and instructive paper. He said: We shall look
for it with a great deal of pleasure in the report. In listening
to him it has struck me that if we could get someone to
collect the materials for a complete edition of Wesley's
works and to publish them we should get a very large
subscription.
Mr. BANISTER seconded the vote, which was carried
unanimously.
In acknowledging the vote, Mr. Higgs said he would like
to mention the help given him by Miss Wesley, who was
present.
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